April 4, 2011

Attendees: Bill Chabot, Alice Schori, Kate Brooks

**EarthDay Cleanup**

- Aaron to contact Skip regarding the Earth Day Clean up to determine if the 4H group would like to join the Commission for the clean up. He will advise potential dates

**TREK (Nature Hut)**

- Aaron to check his schedule and will coordinate with Bill for the next work day
- Discussion continues about approaching the selectboard regarding putting the town forest into easement.

**McKee Property**

- We received word from the town that the parcel sale was reversed and the property has been restored per easement mandate. However, expenses were incurred by the town because of this event that appear to be being absorbed by the town. The Commission is of the opinion that the tax payers should not have to bear this burden. Bill to write a letter to the town accordingly.

**Misc**

- The Commission has not held its annual talk/presentation for several years. If we are going to hold one this year, we need to formulate some ideas
- Elizabeth to review the “blue” conservation commission book. This Commission needs to re-vitalize itself and consider its mission. The Book may contain some guidance in this matter.
- Alice mentioned in the past the Commission sent out a flier to property owners trying to gauge interest in conserving land. We may want to consider outreach of some kind going forward.

**Minutes**

There were no minutes for approval. We will review the March and April minutes at the May meeting

Alice moved to adjourn

Kate seconded